
StreamBuds™ Micro ANC 
True Wireless Noise Cancelling Earbuds 
HOW TO GUIDE

TRUE WIRELESS ANC



THANKS!

Thank you for choosing to purchase our Mixx StreamBuds Micro ANC.

All products brought to you by MIXX Limited come with  
a 2 year warranty for peace of mind.

Feedback is welcome, email us on support@mixx-io.com for any 
comments or queries.

We hope you enjoy using your new earbuds.
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LET’S START
L R

What’s in the box?

A pair of earbuds
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Left Touch Sensor

Earbud LED Lights 

Right Touch Sensor

Microphones

Portable Charging Case 

Case LED Charge Light

USB C Charging Port (Base of the case)

USB C Charging Cable

3 Pairs of Ear Cushions (S, M and L)
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LET’S CONNECT 

First time pairing

“Power on, pairing”

Automatic  
dual pairing
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Remove both earbuds from the Portable Charging Case         .

They will automatically dual pair together, a voice prompt will say  
‘Power on, pairing’  and a ‘Beep’ will sound. 

One of the Earbud LED lights         will flash BLUE and WHITE to indicate  
pairing mode.

Go to the Bluetooth settings on your audio device to select ‘MIXX StreamBuds ANC’ 
from the list. Once paired successfully you will hear ‘Connected’ and the Earbud  
LED Light        will turn off. 

You can now enjoy your music, watch a video or take a call hands free.

The earbuds will automatically reconnect to the last device they were paired with, 
confirming ‘Connected’. 

Placing both earbuds back in the Portable Charging Case         will power them off.

For a secure fit
Choose from the 3 different ear sized cushions supplied, small, medium (currently  
on earbuds) or large that are most comfortable for your ears. 

TOP TIP: Remember to keep the ear cushions clean to maintain good quality sound.
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LET’S USE ACTIVE NOISE CANCELLING (ANC) 
AND TRANSPARENT MODES 
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How does ANC work?

The innovative technology inside these noise cancelling wireless earbuds monitors 
the surrounding background noise, and generates an inverted sound wave to cancel 
out the surrounding noise. This creates a much quieter environment for the user.

How does Transparent Mode work?

Transparent mode effectively does the opposite of ANC – the wireless earbuds  
amplify the surrounding sound allowing you to stay aware of your environment  
despite your ears being effectively blocked by the earbuds.

Ambient Noise Wave Anti-Noise Wave

Noise Cancellation



Activating ANC and Transparent Modes

Double tap the RIGHT Touch Sensor         to cycle through the following modes:  
ANC ON > TRANSPARENT MODE ON > ANC OFF. 

Each time you double tap the RIGHT Touch Sensor         you will hear a voice 
announcement telling you which mode you are in, ‘ANC on, Transparent mode on,  
and ANC off’.
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LET’S ASK GOOGLE OR SIRI
Triple tap the RIGHT Touch Sensor        to activate Siri or Google Assistant.
Your Voice Assist familiar ‘Beep’ will sound to confirm connection.
You can now ask Siri or Google Assistant a question or state a command.
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LET’S STAY CHARGED 
 
The Earbuds

A voice prompt ‘Battery low’ allows for 2 minutes play time before the earbud(s) 
power down stating ‘Battery low, power off’. The Earbuds LED Light         will flash 
WHITE once and will then switch off. 

Charge the earbuds using the Portable Charging Case        .

While charging, the Earbud LED Lights         will be WHITE and once fully charged  
the LED Lights will turn off. 

Secure the earbuds by closing the lid.

TIP: 15 MINUTE QUICK CHARGE 
If you’re running low on power, charge your earbuds for 15 minutes and get 
2 hours extra play time while on the go
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The Portable Charging Case

Ensure that one or both earbuds are inside the Portable Charging Case         to 
check the battery status of the case. Remove the earbuds then place them back  
into the case.

When the case LED Charge Light        flashes WHITE for 5 seconds or does not light  
up then, it is time to recharge the Case.

Connect the case to a suitable USB wall charger, computer USB port or a  
power bank using the USB C charging cable        supplied. 

The case LED Charge Light        will flash WHITE while charging and will then  
remain a solid WHITE once the case is fully charged.

Charging the case may take up to 2 hours.
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LET’S PLAY
Remove both earbuds from the  
charging case. 

Go to the Bluetooth settings on  
your audio device to select  
‘MIXX StreamBuds ANC’ from the list.

Once paired successfully you will  
hear ‘Connected’.

Play / Pause
Press and hold for 1 second  
either Touch Sensor        or        .

Decrease Volume
Single tap LEFT Touch Sensor        . 

Increase Volume 
Single tap RIGHT Touch Sensor        .

Activate ANC and Transparent Modes

Double tap RIGHT Touch Sensor          
to cycle through the following modes:  
ANC ON > TRANSPARENT MODE ON >  
ANC OFF. 

First Time Pairing
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TOP TIP: For better noise isolation, 
comfort and sound quality ensure 
the correct sized (S, M or L)  
ear cushions (supplied) are fitted  
on the earbuds.
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Answer / End call
Press and hold for 1 second either Touch Sensor        or        .

Decline an incoming call
Double tap either Touch Sensor         or       .

Activate Siri or Google Assistant
Triple tap RIGHT Touch Sensor        to activate Siri or Google Assistant. Listen  
for the familiar Voice Assist ‘beep’ then ask a question or state a command.

Power On
Remove both earbuds from the case and they will automatically dual pair together. 
To manually turn on, press and hold for 4 seconds each Touch Sensor.

Power Off
Place both earbuds in the case and close the lid. This will automatically turn  
off the earbuds and the Bluetooth. 
To manually turn off, press and hold for 4 seconds each Touch Sensor.
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NEED EXTRA HELP? 

Question & Answers

Common solutions

If you are experiencing problems with your earbuds:

• Power on the earbuds (see page 10).

• Check the status on the LED Lights (see page 4).

• Charge the earbuds (see page 7).

• Move your device closer to the earbuds and away from any  
 obstructions or interference.

• Try connecting to another device.

Q.  What does ANC mean?

A.  Active Noise Cancelling - The earbuds use noise-cancelling microphones 
 to reduce unwanted background noise. As if you are listening to your music 
 in a sound proof room.

Q.   What does transparent mode mean?

A.  Your earbuds will allow some outside sound in, so you can hear what’s going 
 on around you. Useful for hearing announcements at train stations or airports 
 and any traffic noise. 
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Q.  While pairing with my phone, I see two ‘MIXX StreamBuds  ANC’ in my 
  Bluetooth menu listing?

A.  One of the Earbud LED Lights will flash BLUE and WHITE, wait approximately  
 4 seconds for the earbuds to connect to each other before pairing with  
 your device.

 If there is still no connection simply ‘forget’ or ‘unpair’ both earbuds in your  
 Bluetooth settings, place them back in the case and start again.

Q.  How do I turn on my earbuds without using the charging case?

A. Press and hold for 4 seconds both Touch Sensors to manually turn them on.

Q.  Can I use the earbuds individually?

A. Yes, you can use one earbud while leaving the other in the case to charge.  
 Swap them over when the earbud in use, loses its charge.

Q.  What smartphone voice assist systems do these earbuds work with?

A. Connects with Siri, Google Assistant or Bixby (depending on your device).
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CONTACT MIXX
Feedback is welcome simply email us on support@mixx-io.com  
or visit mixxaudio.com for more information.



LET’S VIEW TECHNICAL SPECS

Noise Reduction Rate:   About 22dB

Built-in:  ANC and Transport modes  

Play time (ANC On):  Up to 4.5 hours

Play time (ANC Off):  Up to 5 hours

Play time using case (ANC On):  Up to 25 hours

Play time using case (ANC Off):  Up to 27 hours

Bluetooth:  Version 5.1 

Supported Profiles:  A2DP, AVRCP, HFP, HSP 

Wireless Range:  10m

Dynamic Driver:  10mm 

Impedance:   16 Ohm

Sensitivity:   95dB at 1KHz

Frequency Range:  20Hz – 20KHz 

Earbud Capacity:  40mAh 

Charging Case Capacity:  400mAh 

Connector:  Type C

Weight including case:  Total 38g (earbuds 4g each)

Case Dims:  60 x 50 x 28 mm (L x H x D) 
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Compatibility 

Suitable for most Bluetooth audio supported smartphones, tablets,  
notebooks, laptops and computers.



LET’S BE SAFE 
 
It’s important that you read this section completely, especially the 
‘Warning, Caution and Safe Usage’ instructions. 
 
For your protection

Ensure the product is correctly connected using the manufacturer’s original 
accessories included with the product.

Please keep the product out of reach from children and animals.

Do not listen to loud music for a long duration of time.

Adjust the volume to a comfortable level before listening.

Do not use the earbuds while operating machinery, including cars.

Do not use in areas where the use of hearing is required for safety.

Do not drop, short circuit, disassemble or continue to use this product and its 
portable charging case if damaged.

IMPORTANT: Do not use a laptop power adapter or charger to charge these 
earbuds - as it may cause damage to the product.
 
We recommend

To refer all servicing to qualified persons. Servicing may be required when  
the product has been damaged in any way, does not operate normally or has 
been dropped. 
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The operating temperature range for this product is 5º - 40º celsius.

WARNING: Please avoid exposing the earbuds, charging case and cable 
connectors to prolonged rain, mositure, any splashing or liquid spills. 

This may cause excessive heat and may lead to fire damage or personal injury. 
 
CAUTION: This product contains a Lithium battery. Incorrect disposal of this 
battery may result in an explosion.

LET’S RECYCLE 
 
This product can be recycled. 

Products bearing this symbol       must NOT be thrown away with normal 
household waste.

Take the product to a collection point designated for recycling of electronic devices. 
Find out more about return and collection points through your local authority.
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To view our wide range of  
power banks, chargers, cables  
and in-car products visit us at 

mixxcharge.com



SBANC-HTG01

support@mixx-io.com

mixxaudio.com

@

MIXX Limited 
5 The Pavilions, Brighton Road, Pease Pottage,  
West Sussex, RH11 9BJ. United Kingdom

SAFE USAGE INFO
Do not crush, puncture or incinerate the charging case or the earbuds.  
Only use certified or device manufacturer’s charging cable.

INFORMATION DE SÉCURITÉ
Ne pas écraser, percer ou incinérer le boîtier de chargement ou les 
écouteurs. Utilisez uniquement un câble de charge certifié ou du fabricant 
du périphérique.

INFORMATIONEN ZUR SICHEREN NUTZUNG
Brechen, durchstechen und verbrennen Sie die Ohrhörer nicht. Benutzen 
Sie nur zertifizierte oder vom Hersteller mitgelieferte Ladekabel. 




